Sewers Doing Bit to Spread Influenza
Thorough Flushing City's Big Need

Supervisors Fail to Reply to Anxious Inquiries of Loyal Citizens

AND still the high-pressure system, maintained against the disaster of sudden future incidents, has not been used to flush the sewers as part of the precautionary and preventive measures in the influenza fight.

Every mail delievering goes to the editor of this newspaper a budget of letters asking why?

The Chronicle is being asked why.

The Chronicle editorially has asked the Board of Supervisors why.

San Francisco's loyal public, unconsciously and cheerfully acquiescent in every requirement laid upon it, in asking the Board of Supervisors why.

And yet there is no answer.

Why?

Nobody questions the efficacy of such a measure.

No one whose olfactory processes are even faintly reactive can doubt the need. "The nose knows."

FLUSHING BIG NEED

A casual observation of the condition of the sewers of San Francisco will reveal the inevitable results of the continued dry spell. Pedestrians at Sutter and Stockton streets, Sutter and Kearny, Post and Kearny, Grant avenue and Post, Powell and O'Farrell, Pierce and Ellis, Stanley and Farmassus, Cole and Gough, and everywhere through the city need no written words to inform them of a condition that can be corrected only by a thorough flushing of the sewers.

One writer to The Chronicle, an authority in hygiene matters, calling attention to these contributing causes of disease, and particularly mentioning downtown corners, says:

"I find that they (the sewer vents) are filled to within three and four feet of the top (the street level). A thick mass of dirt, mud and debris, and a foul odor are observable."

"What has become of our high-pressure water system?" asks another questioner. "Why not turn it loose and flood the streets and the sewers? A partial analysis of salt water reveals chlorine of sodium, carbonate of sodium, fluoride in large percentages and calcium products with potassium mala—all these are Nature's antiseptics."

"The Pacific ocean is full of water," writes a facetious one. "Why not use some of the high-pressure salt water to wash our sewers and our streets? There's plenty more where that came from, and no meter will tick it all against our unwakened supervisors."

Many of the complaining letters point out reasons for turning on the high-pressure system aside from those relating to health.

TESTING SYSTEM

"We have installed," writes one, "at an enormous cost a high-pressure system, and while we hope it will never be necessary to use it for the purpose for which it was originally installed, we want to be reasonably sure that it is in good working condition."

Why does not the Board of Supervisors detail some of the firemen to test it in the manner suggested by The Chronicle? The piping system and the street open obstructions (if any existed) and the manholes which now are clogged with noxious and disease-breeding sewerage could be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected with salt water."

The churches have been closed. The schools have been closed. The theaters, most of them ideally provided with ventilating plants, have been closed. Dance halls, cabarets and all public meeting places have been closed.

The home and the streets are the only places where citizens may re-nature and find relaxation. The streets will not be rendered sanitary and safe until the Board of Supervisors, dexter at present by some unkind shiner influence, order the releasing of the pent-up floods of the high-pressure system and thoroughly clean the city's congested and fouled alimentary canal.